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AXIAL/STEREO VS ALL-STEREO 
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BaBar History 

 BaBar seriously considered an all-stereo 
chamber, but we lost our nerve and went for a 
more conservative design.
» see review summary 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/www/Detector/CentralTracker/mechanical/drift_system/procon.ps.gz
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Axial-Stereo Chamber

PRO CON Comments

Simple 2-d

diagnostics

Direct 2-d fit for

kappa, phi, dca

No correlation

between z and

kappa, phi, dca

L1 trigger from

supercells, with pt

threshold cut

Important, but need for

pt handle  not

established

Pattern recognition:

proven use of

segments, with no

matching problem

Pattern recognition:

Fewer hits per view

with larger gaps

Possibly less efficient

for loopers, otherwise

one possible pattern

recognition technique

Wasted radial space Of order 3 cm required

to keep regular field

cages

Cell widths change

within superlayer

Calibration complexity

Field wires move

with respect to guard

layer as function of z

Potential source of z

dependence in electric

field

Smaller stereo angle,

reduced z resolution

Main requirement pt

measurement

More layers required

for 3-d track

parameters

Smaller acceptance for

soft tracks at entrance

or exit of chamber
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All Stereo Chamber

PRO CON Comments

Optimal use of radial

space

Uniform drift cells,

leading to easier

calibration

Larger stereo angles,

hence better z

resolution

Better for particles from

secondary vertices

Pattern recognition:

More hits per view,

possibly uniformly

spaced

Pattern recognition:

harder to match two

views, unproven in

operating chamber

Local continuity

techniques proven to

work, matching

problem small, but

some concerns remain

Fewer cells needed

for 3-d fit

Better efficiency near

inner and outer walls

Better z precision in

projections

Vertex hit matching

No simple 2-d

diagnostics

Online event

reconstruction or single

view displays sufficient

L1 trigger

undemonstrated

Superlayer structure

flexible, but desire for

preservation of fine

granularity

pt cut at

problematic; L2

undemonstrated

Other options not yet

investigated; L2

possible, along with z

cuts? 6



Summary

Axial-Stereo All Stereo

pt measurement main

requirement

Factor of 2 better z

resolution

More granular, more

complexity in optimizing

performance

More homogeneous chamber

layout

Simple pt information at L1 Harder to provide robust L1

trigger

More conservative Untried, leading to more risk

When and how to take decision?

Some reduction in

performance and ease of

operation
!

Calculated risk of

untried; progress in

mature technology is

incremental

Getting on with the job with

less up front investigation !

Challenges of new

ideas and invested

effort

Effect of improvements on

main experimental goal !

Engaging the

intellectual interest of

full tracking group
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Some Comments 

 The all-stereo chamber has only two transitions 
between axial and stereo (at the inner and 
outer radii) vs six for BaBar chamber.

 The CLEO chamber (axial at inner radius, 
stereo at outer) also has only two. 

 All-stereo should be easier to calibrate due to 
more-uniform cells. BaBar calibration was 
never fully understood, but there were problems 
not due to cell design. 
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Some Comments II 

 Can we reduce the systematic error on 
tracking? 

 We worried about pattern recognition but I donʼt 
think this is an issue, particularly when 
combined with SVT.

 Need to understand L1 trigger, particularly 
sharpness of pt threshold.  
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ENDPLATE AND CELL ISSUES 
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Overall Shape 

  I assume that we will need to restrict the 
acceptance of the forward endplate in some 
way, but what about the backward direction?

 May also want to have smaller cells at lower 
radii.

 Background calculations essential.
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CLEO DR3 Drift Chamber 
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Stereo only
Terraced for 
feedthrough 
mounting

Axial only
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Each of the 8 rings contains 2 anode layers 

and and associated field wire layers at smaller radius.

There are the same number of anode cells per layer,

with half-cell-stagger, in the anode layers on each ring.  

• constructed of 8 precision drilled rings

• located with 1.3 mm thick stainless
steel bands

• secured with radial screws and dowel
pins fitting between the wire holes

• Layer spacing is uninterrupted
between rings.

• defines 93% solid angle coverage  

February 1997 
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Inner Section 

 CLEOʼs chamber is symmetric, but we could 
choose fewer, coarser steps in the backwards 
direction. In particular, desirable to have 
backwards rings large enough to mount 
electronics.
» CLEO used cables to nearby preamps. 

 Need to check that it is feasible to reach in to 
crimp the wires.  
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Outer Section 

 We should consider tilting the outer endplate in 
the opposite direction to CLEO. 

 Better match to endcap calorimeter geometry. 
Could allow room for forward PID. 

 Tracks are closer to perpendicular to material.
 But costs largest lever arm for high-momentum 

forward-going tracks. 
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Cell Design 

 See Robertʼs presentation at last EVO. 
 CLEO used 3:1 (field:sense) “square” design, 

vs BaBar 2:1 “hex” design. 
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Cell Design II 

 Hex design requires extra guard wires resulting 
in the same total number of wires as square.

 Square design gives less dead space between 
superlayers (field wires are shared)
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 Need to check low-field 
regions within cell.
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Cell Design III 

 CLEO fit 1.3 mm stainless bands between 
wires within a superlayer in inner area.  
Probably not possible with hex. But maybe we 
donʼt want to do this anyways. 

 With square cells, outer endplate can be 
terraced to give flat surface for feedthroughs. 
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TRIUMF RESOURCES FOR 
MECHANICAL DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
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Mechanical Design Resources 

 Robert Henderson is very experienced at 
designing detectors. Supported by engineers 
and designers at TRIUMF. I am also at 
TRIUMF much of the time. 

 Additional TRIUMF engineering team 
(engineer, two designers, tech) is stationed at 
Victoria and is capable of taking on an 
independent task. 
» e.g. DCH supports & services, outer cylinder…
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Facilities 

 Assembling and stringing the chamber at 
TRIUMF would be a good match to the 
resources and interests of the Canadian group. 

 Facilities are currently being used to construct 
the tracker for the T2K near detector. Work will 
be completed this calendar year. 

 No large jobs are currently scheduled to follow.
 Previous work includes ATLAS hadronic 

endcap calorimeter, BaBar drift chamber. 
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Assembling a T2K TPC Module in 
the TRIUMF Clean Room 
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Large Granite Table for Detector 
Assembly 
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Large Router  (3m x 3m) for 
Fabricating TPC Parts 
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Stringing the BaBar Drift Chamber 
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BaBar Robots 
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